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 This book-with-the-long-title is well
 named, for its subject is Models and Simu-
 lations, its most important readership is
 acquisition managers , and it is indeed a
 practical guide book. The book fills an
 empty niche on the shelf, I know of no
 alternative. It is far more focused on acqui-
 sition than MORS' own broad-gauge Mili-
 tary Modeling and the several other
 attempts to introduce users to the strengths
 a limitations of models for many applica-
 tions. Books in the expansive literature on
 the acquisition process are too abstract, too
 comprehensive, and too business-oriented
 to provide the understanding of modeling
 and analysis needed by a defense acquisi-
 tion manager.
 Guide is the correct term for the book,
 for its 118 pages of text plus nine appen-
 dices are part handbook and part reference
 book. As a handbook, it describes how
 models and simulations (or M&S) serve the
 acquisition process, covering:
 • Organizations and policies that govern
 and support DoD acquisition in OSD, the
 JCS, and the four Services
 • Official DoD operations research termi-
 nology and definitions, including model,
 simulation, validation, verification and
 accreditation.
 • Different kinds of models and simulations
 (e.g., constructive, virtual, and live),
 examples of each, and a fair assessment
 of their strengths and weaknesses. It also
 covers the desirability of blending them
 or their results to best advantage, for
 example with the promising model-test-
 model approach.
 The essence of the acquisition process,
 the goals of each of its milestones, and the
 role of M&S in support of acquisition
 activities.
 The coverage is clear and concise, mak-
 ing the book valuable both as a textbook
 from which to teach an officer or civilian
 who is about to be assigned to the Acquisi-
 tion Jungle, and as a ready reference for an
 experienced Program Manager and his
 senior subordinates. The book will be use-
 ful as well for perspective to those in the
 commercial sector who hope to produce a
 winner in the fierce competition for defense
 procurement dollars, and those in the acqui-
 sition test and evaluation community, who
 play many roles at the several steps in the
 process.
 The whole of the Guide is given over to
 M&S for acquisition. Modeling for other
 purposes, such as wartime planning, train-
 ing, or force level decision making, is not
 its subject. That is a virtue, for it is focused
 on acquisition, to the point and on target. It
 covers models and simulations in the
 domain of "systems analysis" as the term
 was invented at RAND and employed by
 Charles J. Hitch and Alain Enthovan in
 the 1960s.
 But the subject is narrowly models. Only
 passing attention is given to the art of mod-
 eling. Still, less is given to analysis , and
 that is limited to some examples of success-
 ful applications of modeling in support of
 acquisition, principally at the end of Chap-
 ter 5. Anyone interested in the difficult art
 and activities of systems analysts will have
 to look elsewhere. This is no defect of the
 Guide , for its intended audience is the
 acquisition manager and his staff, and they
 have other fish to fry than the conduct of
 analysis. Nevertheless, and I say this wist-
 fully, I wish the book did not leave the false
 impression that the model is the end. A
 book that was truly about "the use of mod-
 els and simulations" would pay far more
 attention to the use , that is, the analysis.
 One gets the feeling that the authors believe
 when you've chosen the right mechanism
 - the suitable model - then the analysis
 takes care of itself.
 Fulfilling its second role as a reference or
 fact book, comprehensive information is
 included on three highly useful but perish-
 able topics:
 A summary and interpretation of current
 Department of Defense policies on the use
 of M&S.
 In Appendices A through E, there is a
 list of offices, addresses and telephone
 numbers of DoD and Service agencies
 associated with modeling and simulation
 for the acquisition process.
 In the same appendices, there are perti-
 nent references, including Regulations,
 Directives, informational pamphlets and
 handbooks. Also listed by originating office
 are catalogs, such as the Catalog of
 Wargaming and Military Simulation Mod-
 els, 12th Edition , 1992 prepared by J-8 of
 the Joint Staff.
 This factbook characteristic has both pos-
 itive and negative aspects. To the extent
 that the data are accurate and current, the
 book is of unique and inestimable value. To
 the extent that the data become obsolete, its
 value is transitory. As far as I can see, the
 authors have done a first rate job in estab-
 lishing an accurate base of information.
 The important question is, will the Defense
 Systems Management College, the publish-
 er, invest the time and expense to keep it
 current? To be trustworthy, the Manager's
 Guide needs updating and reissue annually.
 Any publication of the U.S. defense estab-
 lishment's models, participating organiza-
 tions, and governing directives is going to
 have a data reliability half-life of about two
 years.
 Valuable as is the Acquisition Manager's
 Guide , just as it stands, there are a few
 things that ought to be done to it. On the
 basis that it must be revised very frequently,
 I would hope that future editions might fix
 its weaknesses.
 First, as to form and technique, a flagrant
 omission is the lack of an index. A guide-
 book without an index is like an airplane
 without a pilot.
 Also as to form, the Glossary, which I
 consider a strength in the current edition,
 should be given a careful vetting. For
 example, "CM," meaning configuration
 management, is one of the most common
 acronyms in the text since CM is a major
 element of the acquisition process. Yet
 "configuration management" is not in the
 Glossary, and without an index, it is no fun
 to try to pin down its meaning and scope.
 I am usually charitable about errors of
 precision and think that too many book
 reviewers indulge in a gotcha game, but in
 this instance the book stands or falls on its
 comprehensiveness and reliability, and so
 the List of acronyms, the Glossary, and the
 still-to-be-added Index should receive care-
 ful attention annually.
 Shifting to substance, a valuable addition
 would be a summary of major points to
 (See PROFESSIONAL READING,/?. 35)
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 PROFESSIONAL READING
 ( continued from p. 34)
 guide acquisition managers in applying
 M&S. Three of the eight chapters have
 competent concluding summaries. Acquisi-
 tion managers, even those with a nodding
 acquaintance with models and their capa-
 bilities, would profit from a final tabulation
 of the book's major points, and these ought
 to be hammered out by a committee of the
 best minds at DSMC. For instance, I submit
 that one guide post would be, when you
 shop the M&S street, you are hunting for
 the best modelers, not the best models.
 Finally as to substance, most analysts
 who carry the scars of many acquisition
 battles fought by and with M&S will regard
 the author's enthusiasm for new "enabling
 technologies" as overdrawn. One might
 easily gather from the final chapter that
 supercomputer processing power and mem-
 ory capacity, advanced distributed systems
 (ADS), virtual reality software, and the new
 simulators and stimulators manned by
 human beings are going to be a tremendous
 success when used to conduct tests and
 evaluations. In the sense that the new M&S
 are useful to gain as much information as
 one can about the probable performance of
 a system before bending metal, this is a
 self-fulfilling prophesy. Replacing nothing
 with something will be a step forward.
 But most analysts who are long in the
 tooth would dampen the exuberance of the
 exponents of virtual testing. For example
 we read in Chapter 1: "All acquisition
 problems will not be solved by M&S.
 However, M&S usage is the key ingredient
 to success in today's environment. The risk
 associated with the acquisition process of
 today can be minimized with proper plan-
 ning, use and understanding of models and
 simulations." Or this quotation in Congres-
 sional testimony by the DUSD(AR):
 "...simulation offers the potential of a
 cheaper and quicker way to find failure
 modes than does field testing."
 And this: "Models and simulations are
 viewed as a potential answer to many of
 DoD's systems acquisition process prob-
 lems." True enough, yet designing fair tests
 with real hardware was hard enough and
 using virtual hardware will not simplify the
 analytical challenge. Testing in a virtual
 world opens up vast new complications.
 Probably the most worrisome aspect of vir-
 tual testing, scarcely mentioned in the Sys-
 tems Acquisition Manager's Guidebook for
 the Use of Models and Simulations, is that
 it opens up whole new vistas of debate over
 VV&A.
 I told a friend who is much closer to the
 new technologies than I am that the future
 is bright because we are growing a new
 generation of computer literate simulation
 aficionados who will demand state-of-the-
 art technology in their analytical tools. He
 said, ever so soberly, yes, but the Dungeons
 and Dragons generations that was weaned
 on computer games and simulated battles
 have been seduced by simulation of, say,
 the intercept of 25 incoming theater ballis-
 tic missiles by a TBM defense has any rela-
 tionship to real capabilities, present and
 future. Their faith in virtual worlds, says
 my friend, is misplaced. Even experienced
 analysts will be pushed to the limit of their
 skills.
 The Acquisition Manager's Guide needs
 to be hard-nosed about the underlying lim-
 its of all model based testing. That flavor of
 caution and skeptism does not pervade the
 book as it should. Another book than this
 one will have to tell the reader about this
 massive, often pro forma, and sometimes
 mindless application of models in the over-
 burdened, overregulated acquisition
 process.
 But accepting the book for what it is, a
 guide book to agencies, resources and poli-
 cies regarding M&S for acquisition, then it
 fills a vacuum, and if it is reissued with
 some modest improvements, it will come to
 be as useful in its field as, say, The Military
 Cost Handbook as a handy reference. In
 that role it is so promising that some of us
 at the Naval Postgraduate School think the
 information in the appendices ought to be
 stored for updating and retrieval electroni-
 cally in, for example, the world wide web
 (www) system. Let's get our acquisition
 managers riding on the information super-
 highway! O
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 Thomas R. Case,
 now Director of Mod-
 eling, Simulation and
 Analysis, Office of
 the Deputy Chief of
 Staff, Plans and Oper-
 ations, Headquarters,
 U.S. Air Force.
 [PHALANX read-
 ers who knew the pre-
 vious Air Force
 MORS Sponsor,
 Major General
 Campbell, will find
 an article on his MORS award and new
 assignment, elsewhere in the PHALANX.]
 General Case is responsible for
 strengthening operational readiness by pro-
 viding direct support to the war fighter for
 all Air Force modeling, simulation and
 analysis that involve Air Force plans, oper-
 ations and operational requirements.
 At the recent four-star review of mod-
 eling and simulation (M&S), General Case
 briefed the Air Force M&S roadmap based
 on the vision of a Joint Synthetic Battle-
 space for better decision sup-
 port and better training. It includes mod-
 ernization with new modeling initiatives
 (NASM, JSIMS, J-MASS, JWARS, and
 the MASTR database) combined with
 near-term readiness to use enhanced legacy
 models.
 Other initiatives are designed to
 improve career management and education
 for our Air Force's analytical and M&S
 technical work force. Another initiative is
 General Case's sponsorship of an enlarged
 Air Force Operations Research Sympo-
 sium, October 18-19, at the Air Force Insti-
 tute of Technology, Wright-Patterson,
 AFB. Still others aim at enlargement of
 some offices and improved training for all
 personnel involved in joint analysis or
 wargames.
 General Case is a command pilot with
 more than 4,000 flying hours, including
 over 900 combat hours. He has a Bache-
 lor's degree from the Air Force Academy,
 is a Distinguished graduate of Squadron
 Officer School, has a Master's degree in
 systems management from University of
 Southern California, and is a graduate of
 the Army Command and General Staff
 College and the National War College. O
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